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QUESTION 1

A cloud administrator is building a new VM for a network security appliance. The security appliance installer says the
CPU clock speed does not meet the requirements. Which of the following will MOST likely solve the issue? 

A. Move the VM to a host with a faster CPU 

B. Add more vCPUs to the VM 

C. Enable CPU masking on the VM 

D. Enable hyperthreading on the virtual host 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

A cloud administrator is managing an organization\\'s infrastructure in a public cloud. All servers are currently located in
a single virtual network with a single firewall that all traffic must pass through. Per security requirements, production,
QA, and development servers should not be able to communicate directly with each other. Which of the following should
an administrator perform to comply with the security requirement? 

A. Create separate virtual networks for production, QA, and development servers. Move the servers to the appropriate
virtual network. Apply a network security group to each virtual network that denies all traffic except for the firewall. 

B. Create separate network security groups for production, QA, and development servers. Apply the network security
groups on the appropriate production, QA, and development servers. Peer the networks together. 

C. Create separate virtual networks for production, QA, and development servers. Move the servers to the appropriate
virtual network. Peer the networks together. 

D. Create separate network security groups for production, QA, and development servers. Peer the networks together.
Create static routes for each network to the firewall. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A company has moved all on-premises workloads into a public cloud. After some time, the cloud engineer starts noticing
time drifts on the VMs and suspects an NTP issue. Time drifts were not an issue when all the workloads were on-
premises. 

Which of the following describes how the cloud engineer should resolve the issue? 

A. Implement Coordinated Universal Time on all workloads 

B. Point all workloads back to an on-premises NTP server 

C. Point all workloads to a stratum 2 within the public cloud provider 

D. Configure all of the VMs as NTP servers within the public cloud provider 
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Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

A systems administrator is responding to an outage in a cloud environment that was caused by a network-based
flooding attack. Which of the following should the administrator configure to mitigate the attack? 

A. NIPS 

B. Network overlay using GENEVE 

C. DDoS protection 

D. DoH 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A company is considering consolidating a number of physical machines into a virtual infrastructure that will be located at
its main office. The company has the following requirements: 

1.

 High-performance VMs 

2.

 More secure 

3.

 Has system independence 

Which of the following is the BEST platform for the company to use? 

A. Type 1 hypervisor 

B. Type 2 hypervisor 

C. Software application virtualization 

D. Remote dedicated hosting 

Correct Answer: A 
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